Consulting Package 1
BLOCKCHAIN ASK-ME-ANYTHING
Description
This starter package is ideal for both companies
and private individuals looking to get a better
understanding of blockchain technology, its
capabilities, and applications. It aims to provide
guidance in the rapidly changing ecosystem of
blockchain applications and token offerings, and
to highlight opportunities for your project’s
trajectory and will be tailored to your specific
interests and questions.
This package is ideal for small groups to get
qualified guidance and expertise from our
specialists on a specific topic of their choice, and
can also be used for in-house workshops, extended Q&A’s, or as a general blockchain education
seminar for larger groups. It’s also perfect for companies who want to know if blockchain can
improve their existing products and services. Please note this package is informational and does not
include an analysis or technical evaluation of your specific project/product.
Goal: To educate parties about enterprise blockchain, including its capabilities, use cases, and
hurdles.
The package includes:


Informational workshop (1,5h) – An open discussion where you can ask questions or get
an overview of relevant topics.



Preparation (1-3h) – We’ll make a comprehensive presentation to further elaborate on
your topics of interest.



Discussion workshop + Q&A (1,5h) – We’ll present the requested topics and answer any
remaining questions.



10% Discount on Active Sandbox subscription

Package price excl. VAT:

290 USD
280 EUR
280 CHF

Consulting Package 2
USE CASE DEVELOPMENT
Description
This advanced package is ideal if you
already have a specific project in mind,
or in process, and need help with
analysis, feasibility evaluation, and
research. This package is for startups
and SMEs who already need help
developing their project. We’ll provide
expertise and additional research to
answer questions from your team and
provide recommendations for your
project’s technical needs, timeline, and optimizations.

Goal: To help Startups and SMEs develop a better understanding of their project’s technical
needs and help them optimize the project for success.
The package includes:


Discovery workshop (2h) – one or two sessions. Provide us with written input, if it already
exists or just ask questions about your specific use case and industry.



Research & Preparation (~8h) – We’ll do additional research as needed and provide a
comprehensive presentation and recommendations for your project.



Presentation workshop, Questions & Answers (2-4h) – usually in 2 sessions, separated
into a presentation and an extended Q&A opportunity for multiple members of your team.



20% Discount on Active Sandbox subscription



10% Discount on all other subscriptions in the first 12 months

Package price excl. VAT:

2900 USD
2760 EUR
2760 CHF

Consulting Package 3
EXPLORATION + ACTIVE SANDBOX
Description
This package is for companies that want to “explore”
blockchain to see how it might benefit their existing
offerings, or those that want to explore a specific use
case with our guidance. It’s perfect for hands-onexperience with blockchain technology tailored for
your company and your specific use case.
Get assistance from our experts to understand how
the technology works in general and how it can
specifically benefit your business through a feasibility
evaluation and research related to your use case.
We also include an Active Sandbox subscription to
use for rapid prototyping and testing. It’s ideal for
showcasing, experimenting, and using for internal
training.
Goal: To help Startups and SMEs develop a better understanding of their project’s technical
needs and help them optimize the project for success.
The package includes:










Discovery workshop (2h) – one or two sessions. Provide written input, if it already exists or
just ask questions on specific topics of interest
Research & Preparation (up to 2 days) – We’ll write a comprehensive document and
outline how your business can benefit from blockchain technology, including suggestions
on how to implement a blockchain strategy.
Active Sandbox Customization: We’ll prepare a fully integrated and working blockchain
environment with our out-of-the-box tools (White-label Portal, White-Label App, WhiteLabel Management Tool) and customize it to your specifications.
Presentation workshop, Q&A(2-4h) – usually in 2 sessions, separated into a presentation
and an extended Q&A opportunity for your team.
Active Sandbox handover and training workshop (2h) – One session to install all
necessary tools and gain experience with how to handle them.
One month of Active Sandbox subscription included, with additional months available for
purchase.
10% Discount on all subscriptions in the first 12 months

Package price excl. VAT:

ADDITIONAL ACTIVE SANDBOX SUBSCRIPTION

5800 USD
5510 EUR
5510 CHF
Monthly fee excl Vat:

580 USD
550 EUR
550 CHF

Consulting Package 4
2 DAY WORKSHOP
BLOCKCHAIN FOR YOUR BUSINESS
Description
This two-day workshop, led by
CoreLedger CEO Dr. Johannes Schweifer,
is designed to give your team a deep dive
into enterprise blockchain and how it can
benefit your business. The course is
tailored to your company, and includes
both an overview of the technology, new
business models and use cases for your
industry, a live demo using our Active
Sandbox, and plenty of Q&A time to
ensure that workshop attendees leave
with all their questions answered.
Goal: Getting a clear picture of your options and competitive advantages with blockchain
technology.
This workshop includes:


2 days of class: Workshop can take place in-person within Switzerland, or via video call.



Industry leading expertise: Dr. J. Schweifer, a Crypto Valley veteran, teaches each class.



A deep dive on blockchain tech: Learn terms and gain a full technical understanding.



Discussion of industry use cases and business models: We tailor these cases for your
company.



Practical Examples for your company: Discussion based on your requests or industry.



A live use-case demo: See your cases running in an Active Sandbox.



Lasting value for your company: Materials are included, and further consulting is available.

Package price excl. VAT:

9900 USD
9722 EUR
9722 CHF

